Take Control of a
Life Threatening
Situation

Building Escape
Emergency System
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About DoublExit System
The DoublExit Escape System will save your life.
A way of getting out of buildings, this is a groundbreaking product.
It provides revolutionary escape and evacuation options from buildings.
It will save lives during emergencies when normal exits are either inaccessible or unoperational.
It is the only escape system in the world that is installed independently, inside storage
cabinet and always ready to use.

The DoublExit Escape System
protected by a worldwide patent
The DoublExit system has been designed
rescues in order to save as many
people as possible trapped in buildings.

DoublExit Emergency
Escape System
DoublExit Escape System provides
escape and evacuation solutions from
buildings during emergencies

The DoublExit emergency escape system
provides a cost-effective, safe and easy to
use solution that does not require any outside
assistance or prior training; it can be used
repeatedly and does not rely on any external
power source.

Apartments

Private houses

Industry

Features
Flexible Solutions

structural alterations or changes to the interior
design. DoublExit Escape System installations

the building enabling evacuation from any safe
and accessible point, determined by the user.

Simple Operation

client. The system can be installed in new or existing
buildings. Specially trained professionals will carry
out every part of the process, from the initial onsite
inspection up until the actual installation.

DoublExit Escape System is mechanically
operated and does not rely on any external power
source. The evacuation process can be undertaken
professional assistance. The system can operate
in structures up to 150 meters high, with loads
ranging from 30 to 150 kg. It offers a controlled
descent rate of about 1 meter per second, in total
safety.

Continuous Operation
DoublExit Escape System is bidirectional, which
enables the immediate and continuous evacuation
of a large number of people.

Flexible Installation
DoublExit Escape System, which can deal with
heights up to 150 meters, can be installed in

Safety
DoublExit Escape System is capable of
withstanding sudden, constant and irregular
strains and loads that may arise from different
emergency situations. The system is equipped
with breaking and energy absorbent mechanisms
as well as friction control. The escape cable is an
extremely strong compound that was developed
especially for this purpose.

Reliability
Each DoublExit Escape System is tested during
and after production. This stringent quality control
and testing process was developed especially for
DoublExit. The process has received widespread
recognition from worldwide safety standards
authorities. The quality control process guarantees
maximum reliability

Technical Specifications
ASTM Class B
TUV Class A
Csa z259.2.3-99 Type

The company’s products are

Minimum Permitted Load

30 Kg

• TUV Germany

Maximum Permitted Load

150 Kg

• POZT Russia

Maximum Cable Length

150 m

• GRAVITEC USA following the new

Descent Speed

1.0 m/sec

Escape Harness

EN 1497 / EN 1498

Suspension

Escape Cable Composite

Rope Circumference Nominal

8.5 mm

Cable Ripping Force

2700 Kg

General

following standards authorities:

ASTM standard E2484 - 06

DoublExit
DoublExit Rescue and Evacuation Solutions was founded in
2003 by Israeli entrepreneurs, to develop and manufacture safe
and innovative evacuation systems that will provide solutions
in times of emergencies. A deep understanding and in-depth
analysis of emergency situations are an essential part of
the company’s development process. The DoublExit team is
committed to excellence, supplying totally effective and reliable
products.
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